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 it to the latest version! ok cool I have over 200 mb of updates now just wondering if the linux-headers is the same sometimes
they do... they are use what ever you prefer i'm not sure I like linux-tools how would one make the connection in a router? to a

firewall? I was thinking about making a group of users and making them be users of the computer in the router they would have
no access to the main box but they could access resources in the router anyone have thoughts? is there a way to make a port have
a static IP? I'm trying to run a docker container on my server and I keep getting no space left on device. the server was running
fine until I tried to reboot it because I was getting I/O errors on boot. I get the same errors now, and I've been scouring google,
but I'm not having any luck. I've checked disk space and have plenty. I've run a test with a docker image on my local machine
and it fails, so it's not a networking issue. I've tried using the --storage-opt to specify using a different partition, but that didn't

work. Is there any way to clear some space from the docker container so that the startup succeeds? sure whats the issue someone
in this chat room not just in you... there are 2 people in this chat room well 3 my bad ;-) :D no idea if it's possible to make a port
static and what do you mean to use it for? I'm trying to create a web server on the router for a bunch of clients that have not yet

installed a web server should be able to be static... I would like to have all of them be on the same network as the clients so
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